October
S.T.A.R.S
Kindergarten – Wasyl, Treston and Finlay for being a
great example of what a Five STAR listener looks like.
Room 2a – Jayce for being a good friend and
classmate by asking to play with someone who had no
one to play with. Samantha for being a good classmate
by being happy for others’ achievements.
Room 5 - Brooklynn for being kind and helpful with kindergarteners, being a positive role model,
and picking up garbage on the playground. Deklan for being a good friend to Chase and going above
and beyond to make everyone feel included and welcome. Sydney for being extremely caring and
helpful in the classroom, always looking for ways to help her classmates and her teacher.
Room 3 – Joel for always trying and persevering at tasks even if they are difficult. Aaron for
contributing more to class discussions and for becoming a more active participant in class
activities.

Room 10 – Luke for his active participation in class discussions and activities. Luke demonstrates
that he is thinking about with his comments. Gabriel for being a dependable chair helper for all of
October. He did his job faithfully every day. Elizabeth for her positive “can-do” attitude during
the design process activity in Science class...and for her general happy nature and cheerful smile!
Room 8 – Amber is the queen of responsibility. She is always thinking ahead and making plans to
ensure her work is done. She is always positive, asks questions when needed and giver her best
effort in everything she does. She is also an amazing friend to everyone around her. Safe is a
passionate learner with a wonderful sense of humour. She often brings things from home to share
with the class and exudes a cheerful, welcoming spirit that draws people in. We are lucky to know
both of these girls :)
Room 15– Nathan is always working hard in class, no matter if it is Math, ELA, or Science. His
dedication to working hard is deserving of STAR award. Carter is a STAR because he can often be
seen (and heard) taking initiative to get the class on task and refocused. Cater will go out of his
way to keep the classroom tidy and neat. His leadership is deserving of a STAR award. Jenaya is
a pro at working independently. When she finishes an assignment, she can be seen working on a
new drawing or writing a story in her journal. Her independence is deserving of a STAR award.
Room 13 – Jersey has been an incredibly focused student and has been working on avoiding things
that prevent her from learning. In particular, Jersey has rocked both integer operations and
ratio conversions. Additionally, Jersey has done some very interesting writing. Well done Jersey!
Room 14 – Vanessa has shown great academic achievement for not only October but all year. She
has shown the dedication and discipline it takes to be very successful this year and in her future.

